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Abstract:
We investigate the hypothesized effects of a uniform flow on the structural evolution of a tropical cyclone using a simpleidealized,
three-dimensional, convection-permitting, numerical model. The study addresses three outstanding basic questionsconcerning the
effects of moist convection on the azimuthal flow asymmetries and provides a bridge between the problem of tropical cyclone
intensification in a uniform flow and that in vertical shear.
At any instant of time, explicit deep convection in the modelgenerates flow asymmetries that tend to mask the induced flow
asymmetries predicted by a dry, slab boundary-layer model of Shapiro, whose results are frequently invoked as a benchmark for
characterizing the boundary-layer induced vertical motion for a translating storm.
In sets of ensemble experiments in which the initial low-level moisture field is randomly perturbed, time-averaged ensemble mean
fields in the mature stage show a coherent asymmetry in the vertical motion rising into the eyewall and in the total (horizontal) wind
speed just above the boundary layer. The maximum ascent occurs about 45 degrees to the left of the vortex motion vector, broadly in
support of Shapiro’s results, in which it occurs ahead of thestorm, and consistent with one earlier more complex numerical calculation
by Frank and Ritchie. The total wind asymmetry just above theboundary layer has a maximum in the forward right sector, which is
in contrast to the structure effectively prescribed by Shapiro based on an inviscid dry symmetric vortex translating ina uniform flow
where, in an Earth-relative frame, the maximum is on the right.
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1 Introduction

The predictability of tropical-cyclone intensification ina
three-dimensional numerical model was investigated by
(Nguyen et al., 2008, henceforth M1). They focussed on
two prototype problems for intensification, which consider
the evolution of a prescribed, initially cloud-free, axisym-
metric, baroclinic vortex over a warm ocean on anf -plane
or beta-plane. A companion study of the same problems
using a minimal three-dimensional model was carried out
by Shin and Smith(2008). Both studies found that on an
f -plane, the flow asymmetries that develop are highly sen-
sitive to the initial low-level moisture distribution. When
a random moisture perturbation is added in the boundary
layer at the initial time, even with a magnitude that is below
the accuracy with which moisture is normally measured,
the pattern of evolution of the flow asymmetries is dramati-
cally altered and no two such calculations are alike in detail.
The same is true also of calculations on aβ-plane, at least
in the inner-core region of the vortex, within 100-200 km
from the centre. Nevertheless the large-scaleβ-gyre asym-
metries in that case are similar in each realization and as a

1Correspondence to: Michael T. Montgomery, Naval Postgraduate
School, 159 Dyer Rd., Root Hall, Monterey, CA 93943. E-mail:
mtmontgo@nps.edu

result they remain when one calculates the ensemble mean.
The implication is that the inner-core asymmetries on the
f - andβ-plane result from the onset of deep convection
in the model and, like deep convection in the atmosphere,
they have a degree of randomness, being highly sensitive
to small-scale inhomogeneities in the low-level moisture
distribution. Such inhomogeneities are a well-known char-
acteristic of the real atmosphere (e.g.Weckwerth 2000).

In the foregoing flow configurations, there was no
ambient flow and an important question remains: could the
imposition of a uniform flow or a vertical shear flow lead
to an organization of the inner-core convection, thereby
making its distribution more predictable? For example,
there is evidence from observations (Kepert, 2006a,b;
Schwendike and Kepert, 2008) and from steady boundary
layer models with varying degrees of sophistication that
a translating vortex produces a coherent asymmetric pat-
tern of low-level convergence and vertical motion (Shapiro,
1983; Kepert, 2001; Kepert and Wang, 2001). However,
the predicted asymmetries from the steady boundary layer
models differ significantly from each other. There is much
evidence also that vertical shear induces an asymme-
try in vortex structure (Raymond, 1992; Jones, 1995,
2000; Smith et al., 2000; Frank and Ritchie, 1999, 2001;
Reasor et al., 2004; Corbosiero and Molinari, 2002, 2003;
Riemer et al., 2010, 2013; Reasor and Montgomery, 2015).
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An alternative question to that posed above is whether
the flow asymmetries predicted by dry, steady boundary-
layer models survive in the presence of transient deep
convection? The answer is not obvious to us since such
models tacitly assume that the convection is able to accept
whatever pattern and strength of upward vertical motion the
boundary layer determines at its top and that it does not
produce flow asymmetries of its own.

The important observational study by
Corbosiero and Molinari(2003) showed that the dis-
tribution of strong convection is more strongly correlated
with vertical shear than with the storm translation vector,
although they used lightening frequency as a proxy for
inferring the asymmetry of convection. However, the main
focus of their study was on moderate to strong shear and
the question remains as to whether storm translation is
important in organizing convection in the weak shear
case. Although the main purpose ofFrank and Ritchie
(2001) was to investigate the effects of vertical shear in
a moist model with explicit representation of deep moist
convection, they did carry out one simulation for a weak
uniform flow of 3.5 m s−1. In this they found that “ ...
the upward vertical motion pattern varies between periods
that are almost axisymmetric and other periods when they
show more of a azimuthal wavenumber-1 asymmetry, with
maximum upward motion either ahead or to the left of
the track.” and “the frictional convergence pattern in the
boundary layer causes a preference for convective cells to
occur generally ahead of the storm relative to behind it, but
this forcing is not strong enough to maintain a constant
asymmetric pattern”. Although they show only four time
snapshots of the cloud water and rain water fields, the
findings are at first sight contrary to all of the predictions
of a steady boundary layer forced by an imposed gradient
wind field above the boundary layer as in the uniform
flow studies cited above. However, the orientation of the
rain water asymmetry is closest to the pattern of vertical
motion predicted byShapiro(1983). Even so, snapshots
are insufficient to show whether there is a persistent
asymmetric pattern of deep convection in a suitable time
average of the evolving flow. Such a time average should
span a minimum of several convective life cycles, i.e. at
least a few hours.

As noted above, there is disparity in the literature
on the orientation of flow asymmetries that arise in the
boundary layer, even in the relatively simple configuration
with no moist processes. For example, using quasi-linear
and fully nonlinear, slab boundary layer models with con-
stant depth,Shapiro(1983) showed that the strongest con-
vergence (and hence vertical velocity in the slab model)
occurs on the forward side of the vortex in the direction
of motion (see his Figs. 5d and 6c). In contrast, the purely
linear theory of (Kepert, 2001, left panel of his Fig. 5) pre-
dicts that the strongest convergence lies at 45 degrees to
the right of the motion and the nonlinear calculations of
(Kepert and Wang, 2001, bottom left panel of their Fig. 10)
predicts it to be at 90 degrees to the right of motion. As

noted byKepertandKepert and Wang, a limitation of their
studies is the fact that the horizontal flow above the bound-
ary layer is prescribed and not determined as part of a full
solution. Moreover, as noted above, there is no guarantee
that the ascent predicted by the boundary layer solution can
be “ventilated” by the convection and no guarantee that the
convection will not modify the prescribed wind structure at
the top of the boundary layer.

In addition to the foregoing limitation of the bound-
ary layer models, the presence of deep convection greatly
complicates the situation and, as pointed out in M1 and by
Shin and Smith(2008), the random nature of the inner-core
flow asymmetries generated by convection calls for a new
methodology to assess differences in the asymmetric flow
structure between two particular flow configurations. The
reason is that the results of a single deterministic calcu-
lation in each configuration may be unrepresentative of a
model ensemble in that configuration. Thus one needs to
compare the ensemble means of suitably perturbed ensem-
bles of the two configurations, and/or to carry out suitable
time averaging (see above). We apply this methodology
here to extend the calculations of M1 to the prototype prob-
lem for a moving vortex, which considers the evolution of
an initially dry, axisymmetric vortex embedded in a uni-
form zonal flow on a Northern Hemispheref -plane.

The scientific issues raised above motivate three spe-
cific questions about the convective organization of a trans-
lating vortex:

(1) Does the imposition of a uniform flow in a
convection-permitting simulation lead to anorgani-
zation of the inner-core convection to produce persis-
tent azimuthal asymmetries in convergence and ver-
tical motion?

(2) If so, how do these asymmetries compare with those
predicted by earliertheoretical studies where the hor-
izontal flow above the boundary layer is prescribed
and moist processes are not considered?

(3) How do the asymmetries in low-level flow structure
associated with the storm translation compare with
those documented in recentobservational studies?

This paper seeks to answer these questions using as simple
a convection-permitting model as possible.

The paper is structured as follows. We give a brief
description of the model in section2 and present the results
of the control calculations for vortex evolution on anf -
plane in section3. In section4 we describe the ensemble
experiments, where, as in M1, the ensembles are generated
by adding small moisture perturbations at low levels. We
examine the asymmetric structure of boundary layer winds
in section 5 and describe briefly a calculation using a
different boundary-layer scheme section6. The conclusions
are given in section7.
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Figure 1. Configuration of the three model domains. The inner
domain is moved from east to west (the negativex-direction) at
selected times to keep the vortex core away from the domain bound-

ary.

2 The model configuration

The numerical experiments are similar to those described in
M1 and are carried out also using a modified version of the
Pennsylvania State University-National Center for Atmos-
pheric Research fifth-generation Mesoscale Model (MM5;
version 3.6,Dudhia 1993; Grell et al. 1995). The model is
configured with three domains with sides orientated east-
west and north-south (Fig.1). The outer and innermost
domains are square, the former 9000 km in size and the
latter 1500 km. The innermost domain is moved from east
to west at selected times within an intermediate domain
with a fixed meridional dimension of 3435 km and a zonal
dimension of up to 8850 km, depending on the background
wind speed. The first displacement takes place 735 min-
utes after the initial time and at multiples of 1440 minutes
(one day) thereafter. The frequency of the displacement is
doubled for a background wind speed of 12.5 m s−1. The
distance displaced depends on the background wind speed
in the individual experiments. The outer domain has a rel-
atively coarse, 45-km, horizontal grid spacing, reducing to
15 km in the intermediate domain and 5 km in the inner-
most domain. The two inner domains are two-way nested.
In all calculations there are 24σ-levels in the vertical, 7
of which are below 850 mb. The model top is at a pres-
sure level of 50 mb. The calculations are performed on an
f -plane centred at 20◦N.

To keep the experiments as simple as possible1, we

1Following Occum’s razor principle, we take the view that to obtain
an intuitive understanding of the evolution of a translating vortex, it is

choose the simplest explicit moisture scheme, one that
mimics pseudo-adiabatic ascent2. In addition, for all but
one experiment we choose the bulk-aerodynamic param-
eterization scheme for the boundary layer.

Kepert (2012) wrote a useful assessment of different
boundary layer schemes and recommended against using
ones that do not explicitly represent a logarithmic near
surface layer, which would include the bulk-aerodynamic
parameterization in the MM5 model. However, the exis-
tence and physical basis for a traditional logarithmic layer
in the inner core of a tropical cyclone has been called into
question (Smith and Montgomery, 2013). Furthermore, the
model used by Kepert to assess candidate schemes has
issues with the boundary conditions at the top of the model.
These conditions constrain the flow to return to aprescribed
gradient wind with zero radial motion, even where the flow
is exiting the boundary layer (Smith et al., 2015, Appendix
C). To allay concerns regarding the use of the simple bulk
scheme, one additional calculation is carried out using the
Gayno-Seaman scheme (Shafran et al., 2000).

The surface drag and heat and moisture exchange coef-
ficients are modified to incorporate the results of the cou-
pled boundary layer air-sea transfer experiment (CBLAST;
see (Black et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2009)). The surface
exchange coefficients for sensible heat and moisture are
set to the same constant,1.2× 10−3, and that for momen-
tum, the drag coefficient, is set to0.7× 10−3 + 1.4×
10−3(1− exp(−0.055|u|)), where|u| is the wind speed at
the lowest model level. The fluxes between the individual
model layers within the boundary layer are then calculated
using a simple downgradient diffusive closure in which the
eddy diffusivity depends on strain rate and static stability
(Grell et al., 1995; Smith and Thomsen, 2010).

The exchange coefficient for moisture is set to zero
in the two outer domains to suppress the build up there
of ambient Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE).
Because of the dependence of the moisture flux on wind
speed, such a build up would be different in the experiments
with different wind speeds. The sea surface temperature
is set to a constant 27oC except in one experiment where
it was set to 25oC to give a weaker mature vortex. The
radiative cooling is implemented by a Newtonian cooling
term that relaxes the temperature towards that of the initial

advantageous to choose the simplest model possible that captures the
essence of the physics. In this spirit, we adopt the simple representation
of latent heat release in deep convection used in the pioneering studies of
Emanuel (seeBryan and Rotunno 2009).
2If the specific humidity,q, of a grid box is predicted to exceed the
saturation specific humidity,qs(p, T ) at the predicted temperatureT and
pressurep, an amount of latent heatL(q − qs) is converted to sensible
heat raising the temperature bydT = L(q − qs)/cp andq is set equal to
qs, so that an amount of condensatedq = q − qs is produced. (HereL
is the coefficient of latent heat per unit mass andcp is the specific heat
of dry air at constant pressure.) The increase in air parcel temperature
increasesqs, so that a little less latent heat than the first estimate needs
to be released and a little less water has to be condensed. Theprecise
amount of condensation can be obtained by a simple iterativeprocedure.
Convergence is so rapid that typically no more than four iterations are
required.

Copyright c© 2015 Meteorological Institute TCRR 1: 1–19 (2015)
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profile on a time scale of 1 day. This initial profile is
defined in pressure coordinates rather than the model’s
σ-coordinates so as not to induce a thermal circulation
between southern and northern side of the model domain.

In each experiment, the initial vortex is axisymmetric
with a maximum tangential wind speed of 15 m s−1

at the surface at a radius of 120 km. The strength of
the tangential wind decreases sinusoidally with height,
vanishing at the top model level (50 mb). The vortex is
initialized to be in thermal wind balance with the wind field
using the method described bySmith(2006). The far-field
temperature and humidity are based on Jordan’s Caribbean
sounding (Jordan, 1958). The vortex centre is defined as
the centroid of relative vorticity at 900 mb over a circular
region of 200 km radius from a “first-guess” centre, which
is determined by the minimum of the total wind speed at
900 mb, and the translation speed introduced later is based
on the movement of this centre.

2.1 The control experiments

Six control experiments are discussed, five with a uniform
background easterly wind field,U , and the other with
zero background wind. Values ofU are 2.5 m s−1, 5 m
s−1, 7.5 m s−1, 10 m s−1 and 12.5 m s−1, adequately
spanning the most common range of observed tropical-
cyclone translation speeds. All these experiments employ
the bulk aerodynamic option for representing the boundary
layer and have a sea surface temperature (SST) of 27oC.
Two additional experiments haveU = 5 m s−1, one with
an SST of 25oC, and the other with the Gayno-Seaman
boundary-layer scheme.

2.2 Ensemble experiments

As in M1, sets of ensemble calculations are carried out for
the control experiments. These are similar to the control
calculations, but have a random perturbation with a mag-
nitude between±0.5 g kg−1 added to the water-vapour
mixing ratio at each of five grid points up to 950 mb at
the initial time. In order to keep the mass field unchanged,
the temperature is adjusted at each point to keep the virtual
temperature unchanged. A five-member ensemble is con-
structed for all values ofU exceptU = 5 m s−1, for which
a ten3 member ensemble is constructed.

3 Results of five deterministic calculations

3.1 Intensity evolution and motion

Since the focus of this work is on the asymmetric flow
structure, we adopt a metric for intensity based on the max-
imum total wind speed at 850 mb. This metric is perhaps

3The ten member ensemble was the first to be constructed. Examination
of the wind speed maxima for this ensemble suggested that computation-
ally less expensive five member ensembles would suffice to span the range
of variability. On this basis, five-member ensemble plus thecontrol deter-
ministic experiment was used for the other background flow speeds.

Figure 2. Time series of maximum total wind speed at 850 mb,
V Tmax, for the six experiments with different background wind
speedsU in m s−1 as indicated, and for the experiment withU = 5.0

m s−1, but with the sea surface temperature reduced to 25oC. The
time series have been smoothed with a five-point filter to highlight

the differences between them.

less suitable for theoretical analysis than an azimuthal aver-
age of the tangential wind component, but arguably closer
to the usage of intensity used by tropical cyclone forecast-
ers. Figure2 shows time-series of the maximum total wind
speed,V Tmax at 850 mb (approximately 1.5 km high) dur-
ing a 7 day (168 hour) integration in the six control exper-
iments and in that withU = 5 m s−1 and an SST of 25oC.
The last experiment will be discussed in section3.3. As
in many previous experiments, the evolution begins with
a gestation period during which the vortex slowly decays
due to surface friction, but moistens in the boundary layer
due to evaporation from the underlying sea surface. This
period lasts approximately 9 hours during which time the
maximum total wind speed decreases by about 2.0 m s−1.

The imposition of friction from the initial instant leads
to inflow in the boundary layer and outflow above it, the
outflow accounting for the initial decrease in tangential
wind speed through the conservation of absolute angu-
lar momentum. The inflow is moist and as it rises out of
the boundary layer and cools, condensation progressively
occurs in some grid columns interior to the correspond-
ing radius of maximum tangential wind speed. In these
columns, existing cyclonic relative vorticity is stretched
and amplified leading to the formation of localized deep
vortical updraughts. Collectively, these updraughts leadto
the convergence of absolute angular momentum above the
boundary layer and thereby to the spin up of the bulk vortex
(see e.g.Bui et al. 2009). Then, as the bulk vortex intensi-
fies, the most intense tangential wind speeds develop in the

Copyright c© 2015 Meteorological Institute TCRR 1: 1–19 (2015)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3. Patterns of vertical velocity at 850 mb at times indicated in the top right of each panel during the vortex evolution. (a)-(d) for the
experiment withU = 5.0 m s−1 (from right to left), and (e) and (f) for the experiment with the zero background flow. Contour levels as
indicated by label bar in m s−1. Positive velocities denoted by solid contours (light red and red shading), negative velocities are denoted
by dashed contours (light blue and blue shading). The zero contour is not plotted. The arrow indicates the direction of vortex motion where

applicable.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Patterns of vertical velocity at 850 mb at (a) 60 hours, and (b) 96 hours, during the vortex evolution for the experiment withU = 5.0

m s−1. Contour levels as indicated by colour bar in units m s−1. Positive velocities denoted by solid contours (light red and red shading),
negative velocities are denoted by dashed contours (light blue and blue shading). The zero contour is not plotted. The arrow indicates the

direction of vortex motion where applicable.

boundary layer (Smith et al. 2009).
As the updraughts develop, there ensues a period

lasting about 5 days during which the vortex progressively
intensifies. During this time,V Tmax increases from its
minimum value of between 12.5 and 25 m s−1 to a final
value of up to 90 m s−1 at the end of the experiment. The
vortex in the quiescent environment is the first to attain a
mature state after about 6 days, but all except possibly that
for U = 10 m s−1 appear to have reached such a state by
7 days. For all values ofU , there are large fluctuations in
V Tmax (up to±5 m s−1 before time-smoothing) during the
period of intensification. Indeed, except in the experiment
with an SST of 25oC, the fluctuations in an individual
experiment during this period are comparable with the
maximum deviations between the different experiments
to the extent that it is pertinent to ask if the differences
between these experiments are significant. We examine this
question in section4.

The translation speed (calculated as detailed in section
2) tends to be fractionally smaller than the background
wind speed, especially in the mature stage when it is
between 20% and 25% less. The translation speeds forU =
7.5 m s−1, 10 m s−1 and 12.5 m s−1 are about 5.9, 7.5 and
9.5 m s−1, respectively. The reason for the lower translation
speed is presumably the effect of friction, because it can be
shown analytically that an upright baroclinic vortex with
arbitrary vertical and radial structure in a uniform flow on
an f-plane is simply advected by this flow.

3.2 Structure changes

To provide a flavour for the evolution in vortex structure
during the intensification period, we show in Figs.3 and4
contours of vertical velocity at 850 mb at selected times for
the control experiment with a westward translation speed

of U = 5 m s−1. At early times, convective cells begin to
develop in the forward left (i.e. southwest) quadrant (Fig.
3a), where, as shown below, the boundary-layer-induced
convergence is large. However, cells subsequently develop
clockwise (upstream in the tangential circulation) in the
space of two hours to the forward quadrant (Fig.3b) and
over the next two hours to the forward-right and rear-
right quadrants (Fig.3c). The increased surface moisture
fluxes (not shown) on the right side of the storm, where the
earth-relative wind speeds are stronger, may play a role in
supporting convection also. It should be emphasized that,
as in the calculations in M1, the convective cells are deep,
extending into the upper troposphere (not shown here).

By 24 hours, convective cells are distributed over
all four quadrants with little obvious preference for a
particular sector. However, as argued earlier, because of the
stochastic nature of convection, one cannot make a general
statement about flow asymmetries from a snapshot of the
flow at a particular time. Note also that the convective cells
at this time are rotating cyclonically around the vortex.
The convective cells amplify the vertical component of
local low-level relative vorticity by one or two orders of
magnitude (not shown). For comparison, panels (e) and (f)
of Fig. 3 show the early evolution of cells in the control
calculation with zero background flow, which, as expected,
displays no preference for cells to develop in a particular
sector.

As time proceeds, the convection becomes more orga-
nized (Fig.4), showing distinctive banded structures, but
even at 96 h, its distribution is far from axisymmetric, even
in the region within 100 km of the axis. However, as shown
later (see Fig.8), the vortex does develop an annular ring of
convection with an eye-like feature towards the end of the
integration.

Copyright c© 2015 Meteorological Institute TCRR 1: 1–19 (2015)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Patterns of divergence at 500 m at for the experiment with U = 5.0 m s−1. (a) averaged every 15 min between 3-5 hours (contour
interval1× 10

−5 s−1. Positive contours (solid/red) and negative values (dashed/blue), thin zero contour black, shading levels and colours
indicated on the label bar (×10

−4). (b) averaged every 15 min between6 3

4
− 7 days (contour interval: thick contours1× 10

−3 s−1, thin
contours5× 10

−5 s−1 and1× 10
−4 s−1. Positive velocities denoted by solid contours (light red and red shading), negative velocities are

denoted by dashed contours (light blue and blue shading), zero contour not shown, shading levels indicated on the label bar (×10
−4). The

arrow indicates the direction of vortex motion. Note that the domain shown is only half the size of that in Figs.3 and4.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Patterns of divergence at 500 m at for the experiment with U = 5.0 m s−1 and a sea surface temperature of 25oC: (a) averaged
every 15 min between 3-5 hours and (b) between3

4
− 7 days Contour levels and shading as in the corresponding panels of Fig.5. The arrow

indicates the direction of vortex motion. Note that the domain shown is only half the size of that in Fig.4.

Figure5 shows the pattern of convergence at a height
of 500 m averaged between 3 and 5 h and6 3

4
− 7 days4

in the case withU = 5 m s−1. This height is typically that
of the maximum tangential wind speed and about half that
of the ‘mean’ inflow layer in the mature stage (see section

4The six hour averaging period is chosen to span a reasonable number
of fluctuations in the azimuthally-averaged tangential wind field shown
in Fig. 2 before the curves are smoothed. However, the pattern of
convergence is not appreciably different when a twelve hourperiod is
chosen.

5). The period 3-5 hours is characteristic of the gestation

period during which the boundary layer is moistening, but

before convection has commenced. During this period, the

convergence is largest on the forward side of the vortex,

explaining why the convective instability is first released

on this side. There is a region of divergence in the rear left

sector. The pattern is similar to that predicted by Shapiro

Copyright c© 2015 Meteorological Institute TCRR 1: 1–19 (2015)
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(19835), but in Shapiro’s calculation, which, at this stage
was for a stronger symmetric vortex with a maximum
tangential wind speed of 40 m s−1 translating at a speed
of 10 m s−1, the divergence region extends also to the rear
right of the track.

In the mature stage in our calculation, the pattern of
convergence is rather different from that in Shapiro’s cal-
culation and is much more symmetric, presumably because
at this stage the vortex is twice as strong as Shapiro’s and
the translation speed is only half. Notably, outside the ring
of strong convergence that marks the eyewall, the vortex
is almost surrounded by a region of low-level divergence,
except for the narrow band of convergence wrapping into
the eyewall from the forward right to the forward left quad-
rants. In the next section we examine the differences in
behaviour for a weaker vortex.

It is perhaps worth remarking that the ring of diver-
gence inside the ring of strongest convergence in Fig.5c is
associated with the upflow from the boundary layer, which
is being centrifuged outwards as part of the adjustment of
this supergradient flow to a state of local gradient wind bal-
ance (Smith et al. 2009). The area of convergence in the
small central region of the vortex is presumably the weak
Ekman-like pumping one would expect in a rotating vortex
with weak frictional inflow in the boundary layer.

3.3 Calculations for a weaker vortex

To examine the questions raised in the previous section
concerning possible differences when the vortex is much
weaker, we repeated the experiment withU = 5 m s−1

with the sea surface temperature reduced by 2oC to 25oC.
Fig. 2 shows the variation of total wind speed at 850 mb
in this case. The maximum wind speed during the mature
stage is considerably reduced, compared with that in the
other experiments, with the average wind speed during
the last 6 hours of the calculation being only about 40
m s−1. However, as expected, the evolution in vertical
velocity at 850 mb is similar to that in Fig.3. Figure 6
shows the patterns of divergence at a height of 500 m
averaged during 3-5 hours and during the last 6 hours
of this calculation. These should be compared with the
corresponding fields in Fig.5. In the early period (panel
(a)), the patterns are much the same, although the maximum
magnitudes of asymmetric divergence and convergence are
slightly larger when the sea surface temperature is reduced.
A plausible explanation for this difference is the reduced
Rossby elasticity in the weaker vortex (McIntyre 1993). In
the mature stage (panel (b)), the central ring of divergence
marking the eye is much larger in the case of the weaker
vortex and the region of convergence surrounding it that
marks the eyewall is broader and more asymmetric. Like
the stronger vortex and that in Shapiro’s calculation, the
largest convergence remains on the forward side of the

5See his Fig. 5d, but note that the vortex translation direction is oriented
differently to that in our configuration.

vortex with respect to its motion. Of course, the motion-
induced asymmetry in the convergence field is much more
pronounced in the case of the weaker vortex.

4 Ensemble experiments

As pointed out by M1 andShin and Smith(2008), the
prominence of deep convection during the vortex evolution
and the stochastic nature of convection, itself, means that
the vortex asymmetries will have a stochastic component
also. Thus, a particular asymmetric feature brought about
by an asymmetry in the broadscale flow (in our case
the uniform flow coupled with surface friction) may be
regarded as significant only if it survives in an ensemble
of experiments in which the details of the convection
are different. For this reason, we carried out a series
of ensemble experiments in which a random moisture
perturbation is added to the initial condition in the control
experiments as described in section 2.2. We begin by
investigating the effects of this stochastic component on the
vortex intensification and go on to examine the effects on
the vortex structure in the presence of uniform flows with
different magnitudes.

4.1 Stochastic nature of vortex evolution

For simplicity, we examine first the time series of the
ensemble-mean of the maximum total wind speed,V Tmax,
at 850 mb for two of the control experiments, those with
background flows of 5 m s−1 and 10 m s−1. These are
shown in Fig.7a, together with the maximum and minimum
values ofV Tmax at each time. The latter indicate the range
of variability for each set of ensembles. There are two
features of special interest:

• Although the ensemble mean intensity of the run with
U = 5 m s−1 is lower than that withU = 10 m s−1

at early times, with little overlap of the ensemble
spread, the mean withU = 5 m s−1 exceeds that of
U = 10 m s−1 after about 108 hours, even though
there remains a region of overlap in the ensemble
spread to 168 hours.

• There is a notable difference between the maximum
and minimum intensity in a particular run at any one
time, being as high as 20 m s−1 in the caseU = 10 m
s−1 at about 6 days.

The foregoing comparison provides a framework for
re-examining the differences in intensity between the con-
trol experiments with different values of background flow
shown in Fig.2. The comparison affirms the need to exam-
ine ensemble-mean time series rather than those of single
deterministic runs. A comparison corresponding with the
deterministic runs of Fig.2 is made in Fig.7b, which shows
time series of the ensemble mean for the experiments with
U = 0, 5, 7.5, 10 and 12.5 m s−1. It is clear from this
figure that the intensification rate decreases broadly with
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. (a) Time series of the ensemble-mean, maximum total wind speed,V Tmax, at 850 mb for the control experiments with a background
flow of 5 m s−1 (middle red curve) and 10 m s−1 (middle blue curves). The thin curves of the same colour showthe maximum and minimum
values ofV Tmax for a particular run at a given time. (b) Time series of the ensemble-meanV Tmax for the experiments withU = 0, 5, 7.5,

10 and 12.5 m s−1.

increasing background flow speed and that the mature vor-
tex intensity decreases also, although there is a period of
time, between about 96 h and 168 h (4 days and 7 days)
when the ensemble-mean intensity forU = 10 is less than
that forU = 12.5 m s−1. Moreover, the differences between
the intensity of the pairs of ensembles withU = 5 and7.5
m s−1 andU = 10 and 12.5 m s−1 at 7 days are barely
significant. Finally we note that comparison of plots of
the eleven6 V Tmax-time series forU = 5 m s−1 with the
six such time series for the other ensemble sets suggests
that five ensembles together with the corresponding control
experiment give an acceptable span of the range of variabil-
ity in intensity in each case (not shown).

A question is whether the above results are consistent
with observations. A pertinent study in this regard is that of
Zeng et al.(2007), who presented observational analyses of
the environmental influences on storm intensity and inten-
sification rate based on reanalysis and best track data of
Northwest Pacific storms. While they considered a broader
range of latitudes, up to 50oN, and of storm translation
speeds of up to 30 m s−1, the data that are most relevant
to this study pertain to translation speeds between 3 and 12
m s−1. They found that the most intense tropical cyclones
(their Fig. 3a) and those with the most rapid intensification
rates (their Fig. 6a) occur in this speed range when there is
relatively weak vertical shear. In particular, they found that
“generally the intensification rate ... increases with decreas-
ing translation speed .... ”. However, their data do not show
a clear one-to-one relationship between intensity and trans-
lation speed.

An investigation of the precise reasons why a uniform
flow reduces the rate of intensification and mature intensity

6We include the control calculation as part of the ensemble mean when
averaging.

as the background flow increases is beyond the scope of this
study and would require a paper in its own right.

4.2 Stochastic nature of vortex structure

The first four panels of Fig.8 show the time-averaged
vertical velocity fields for the last 6 hours of integration
(6 3

4
- 7 days) in three of the experiments withU = 10

m s−1, including the control experiment and two ensem-
ble experiments from the six-member ensemble mean. In
all fields, including the ensemble mean, there is a promi-
nent azimuthal wavenumber-1 asymmetry, with maximum
upflow in the forward left quadrant and maximum subsi-
dence in the eye to the left of the motion vector. Similar
results are obtained forU = 7.5 m s−1 and12.5 m s−1 (not
shown). Inspection of the field forU = 5 m s−1 suggests
that the most prominent asymmetry in the upward vertical
velocity is at azimuthal wavenumber-4 (Fig.8f), which is a
feature also of the ensemble mean of calculations for a qui-
escent environment (Fig.8e). Since the case of a quiescent
environment would be expected to have no persistent asym-
metry for a sufficiently large ensemble, we are inclined to
conclude that the wavenumber-4 asymmetry in the case
with U = 5 m s−1 is largely a feature of the limited grid
resolution (the 100 km square domain in Fig.8 is spanned
by only 21× 21 grid points). Therefore we would be cau-
tious of attributing much significance to the wavenumber-4
component of the asymmetry in panels (e)-(f).

On the basis of these results, we are now in a position
to answer the first of the three questions posed in the
Introduction: does the imposition of a uniform flow in a
convection-permitting simulation lead to an organization
of the inner-core convection so as to produce asymmetries
in low-level convergence and vertical motion? The answer
to this question is a qualified yes, the qualification being
that the effect is barely detectable for the (mostly) strong
vortices that arise in our calculations for background flow
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 8. Patterns of vertical velocity at 850 mb averaged every 15 min during the period6 3

4
− 7 days about the centre of minimum total

wind speed at this level. (a-d) The experiments withU = 10 m s−1; (a) The control experiment; (b) and (c) two ensemble experiments,
and (d) the average of the control and five ensemble experiments. For comparison, panels (e) and (f) show the ensemble meanfields for the
experiments withU = 0 m s−1 andU = 5 m s−1, respectively. Contour interval 0.5 m s−1. Shading levels as indicated by label bar in units
m s−1. Positive velocities (solid contours, pink and red shading), negative velocities (dashed lines, light and dark blue shading), zero contour

thin, solid and black. The arrow indicates the direction of vortex motion.
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speeds below about 7 m s−1. However, the effect increases
with background flow speed and there is a prominent
azimuthal wavenumber-1 asymmetry in the calculation for
a weaker storm withU = 5 m s−1 (see section3.3and Fig.
6b).

We are in a position also to answer the second of
the three questions: how do the asymmetries compare with
those predicted by earlier studies? For background flow
speeds of 7.5 m s−1 and above, the ensemble mean vertical
velocity asymmetry, which has a maximum velocity in the
forward left quadrant in our calculations, is closest to the
predictions ofShapiro(1983). These predictions are based
on solutions of a truncated azimuthal spectral model for the
boundary layer of a translating vortex. In his nonlinear solu-
tion, Shapiro found the maximum convergence (and hence
vertical motion in his slab model) to be in the direction of
storm motion, while we find it to be approximately 45o to
the left thereof. A likely explanation for this difference is
that in Shapiro’s calculation, the maximum in the total wind
asymmetry above the boundary layer is to the right of the
motion vector, whereas in our case it is about 45o to the
right. This difference arises because, in our calculations, the
vortex flow just above the boundary layer is determined as
part of a full solution for the flow and is not prescribed. In
other words, if the asymmetric pattern of vertical motion at
the top of the boundary layer predicted by Shapiro’s theory
does lead to an earth-relative asymmetry in the envelope of
convection, the asymmetric flow induced by this envelope
will modify the distribution of horizontal flow and pressure
at the top of the boundary layer, thereby altering the struc-
ture of ascent induced by the boundary layer at its top and
so on.

Shapiro analyzed also linear and “quasi-linear” trun-
cations. He noted that the solution of the linear trunca-
tion is inaccurate in characterizing the asymmetries. In the
quasi-linear truncation, the feedback from wavenumbers-1
and -2 to wavenumbers-0 and -1 in the nonlinear advec-
tive terms is neglected (i.e. backscatter is neglected). While
there are some small quantitative differences between the
quasi-linear and nonlinear solutions, the patterns of the
flow asymmetries are similar (compare his Figs. 5 and 6).
Based on his analyses, Shapiro offers a clear articulation
and quantification of the self-sharpening effect of azimuthal
wave scattering on the translating mean vortex. We con-
clude that Shapiro’s nonlinear model provides an accept-
able zero-order description of the boundary-layer asymme-
tries that survive the transient effects of deep convection,
especially when taking into account the different orien-
tations of the maximum total wind asymmetry discussed
above.

The asymmetry in vertical velocity in our model devi-
ates significantly from that inKepert’s (2001) linear the-
ory, where the maximum vertical velocity is at 45o to the
right of the motion vector (see his Fig. 5 left) and even
more from that in the nonlinear numerical calculation of
Kepert and Wang(2001), where the maximum is at 90o

to the right of the motion vector (see their Fig. 10). The

reasons for the discrepancies between Shapiro’s results and
those ofKepert (2001) and Kepert and Wang(2001) are
unclear: although the last two papers cited Shapiro’s ear-
lier work, surprisingly they did not comment on the differ-
ences between their findings and his. In a very recent study
of the steady symmetric and asymmetric boundary layer
response of a translating tropical cyclone vortex, (Williams,
2015, see his p17) presents results that appear to support
Shapiro’s prediction of the asymmetric pattern of vertical
motion. However, it is difficult to discern the evidence for
this support based on the figure referred to, namely his
Fig. 13b. In the text it is stated that this figure shows the
asymmetric component of the flow in the slab boundary
case, but actually it shows vertical profiles of terms in the
steady state absolute angular momentum equation, presum-
ably from the multi-level model!

4.3 Wind asymmetries

Figure9 show contours oftotal wind speed in the Earth-
relative frame at 850 mb averaged during the period6 3

4
− 7

days for the control experiment withU = 10.0 m s−1, two
ensembles for this value and the ensemble mean (control +
five ensembles). In constructing the time average, the vor-
tex at each time is centred on the centre of minimum total
wind speed at this time and level. To help interpret the pat-
terns shown, we recall that in the simple case of an axisym-
metric vortex translating in a uniform flow, there is an
azimuthal wavenumber-1 asymmetry in the Earth-relative
frame. In this case, the strongest earth-relative winds lieto
the right of the track where the ambient winds reinforce
those due to the vortex (see e.g. (Callaghan and Smith,
1998). (In the Southern Hemisphere the strongest winds lie
to the left of the track). Our calculations for a moist fric-
tional vortex show that the asymmetry in total wind speed
above the boundary layer is shifted to the forward right sec-
tor. At present, we know of no existing theory to explain
this shift for the flow above the boundary layer. Note that
the maximum wind speed is weaker in ensemble 1 (panel
(b)) than in ensemble 2 (panel (c)) and largest in the con-
trol experiment (panel (a)). Significantly, the maximum in
the forward right quadrant survives in the ensemble mean,
again an indication that this maximum is a robust asymmet-
ric feature.

5 Asymmetry of boundary-layer winds

We seek now to answer the third question posed in
the Introduction, i.e. how do the asymmetries in low-
level flow structure associated with the storm transla-
tion compare with those documented in recentobserva-
tional studies? In a series of papers, Kepert (2006a,b)
and Schwendike and Kepert(2008) carried out a detailed
analysis of the boundary-layer structure of four hurri-
canes based on Global Positioning System dropwindsonde
measurements, complementing the earlier observational
study of Powell (1982). Amongst the effects noted by
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9. Patterns of total wind speed at 850 mb in an Earth-relative frame (a,b,c,d) averaged every 15 min during the period 6
3

4
− 7 days

about the centre of minimum total wind speed at this level. (a) the control experiment and (b), (c) two ensemble experiments withU = 10 m
s−1. Panel (d) shows the average of the control and ten ensemble experiments. Contour interval: thin contours 10 m s−1. Values between 40

and 60 m s−1 shaded light red, values exceeding 60 m s−1 shaded red. The arrow indicates the direction of vortex motion.

Kepert (2006a) for Hurricane Georges (1998) were that
the low-level maximum of the tangential wind component
“becomes closer to the storm centre and is significantly
stronger (relative to the flow above the boundary layer)
on the left of the storm than the right”. He noted also
that “there is a tendency for the boundary-layer inflow to
become deeper and stronger towards the front of the storm,
together with the formation of an outflow layer above,
which persists around the left and rear of the storm.” We
examine now whether such features are apparent in the
present calculations.

Figure 10 shows height-radius cross sections of the
tangential and radial wind component in the co-moving
frame in different compass directions for the control cal-
culation with a prescribed zonal wind speed ofU = 5 m

s−1. Panels (a) and (b) of this figure show time-averaged

isotachs of the tangential winds in the last six hours of the

calculation in the west-east (W-E) and south-north (S-N)

cross sections to a height of 3 km. These do show a slight

tendency for the maximum tangential wind component at

a given radius to become lower with decreasing radius as

the radius of the maximum tangential wind is approached.

Moreover, the maximum tangential wind speed occurs on

the left (i.e. southern) side of the storm as found byKepert.

In fact, the highest wind speeds extend across the sector

from southwest to southeast and the lowest winds in the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10. Height-radius cross sections showing the isotachs of the tangential and radial wind components in the main compass directions (x)
in the co-moving frame. The data are for the control calculation withU = 5 m s−1 and are averaged every 15 min during the period6

3

4
− 7

days. Tangential component: (a) west to east, (b) south to north. Radial component: (c) west to east, (d) south to north. Contour values: 10 m
s−1 for tangential wind, 5 m s−1 for the radial wind. Positive contours (tangential wind component into the page, radial wind component in
thex direction) are denoted by solid/red and negative contours are denoted by dashed/blue. The zero contour is not plotted. Shading levels as

indicated on the label bar.

sector northeast to northwest7.
Panels (c)-(f) of Fig.10show the corresponding time-

averaged isotachs of the radial winds in the west-east,
southwest-northeast (SW-NE), south-north and southeast-
northwest (SE-NW) cross sections. The strongest and deep-
est inflow occurs in the sector from northwest to southwest
(i.e. the sector centred on the direction of storm motion)
and the weakest and shallowest inflow in the sector south-
east to east8. These results are broadly consistent with the
Kepert’s findings. Note that, in contrast to Shapiro’s study,
there is inflow in all sectors, presumably because of the
much stronger vortex here.

The strongest outflow lies in the south to southeast
sector (panels (c) and (d) of Fig.10), which is broadly con-
sistent also with Kepert’s findings for Hurricane Georges.

While the azimuthally-averaged radial velocity com-
ponent may appear to be somewhat large in some of the
cross sections, we would argue that the values are not
unreasonable. For example, Kepert (2006a, Fig. 9) shows
mean profiles with inflow velocities on the order of 30

7The maximum tangential wind speeds in the various compass directions
are: W 77.1 m s−1, SW 85.9 m s−1, S 85.9 m s−1, SE 84.0 m s−1, E
78.3 m s−1, NE 73.7 m s−1, N 71.0 m s−1, NW 73.9 m s−1

8The maximum radial wind speeds in the various compass directions are:
W 43.5 m s−1, SW 39.3 m s−1, S 34.8 m s−1, SE 29.7 m s−1, E 29.1 m
s−1, NE 33.1 m s−1, N 38.5 m s−1, NW 42.6 m s−1.

m s−1 for Hurricane Georges (1998) with a mean near-
surface tangential wind speed of over 60 m s−1. Moreover,
(Kepert, 2006b, Fig. 6) shows maximum inflow velocities
for Hurricane Mitch (1998) on the order of 30 m s−1 with
a mean near-surface tangential wind speed on the order of
50 m s−1. In our calculations the mean total near-surface
wind speed is on the order of 75 m s−1. The boundary
layer composite derived from dropsondes released from
research aircraft in Hurricane Isabel (2003) in the eyewall
region byMontgomery et al.(2006) shows a similar ratio
of 0.5 between the maximum mean near-surface inflow to
maximum near-surface swirling velocity. The recent drop-
sonde composite analysis of many Atlantic hurricanes by
Zhang et al.(2011b) confirms that a ratio of 0.5 for the
mean inflow to mean swirl for major hurricanes appears to
be typical near the surface.

At this time there does not appear to be a satisfac-
tory theory to underpin the foregoing findings concern-
ing the asymmetry in the depth of the inflow, which is
an approximate measure for the boundary layer depth. Of
the two theories that we are aware of, Shapiro’s (1983)
study assumes a boundary layer of constant depth, but it
does take into account an approximation to the nonlinear
acceleration terms in the inner core of the vortex. In con-
trast, Kepert (2001) presents a strictly linear theory that
accounts for the variation of the wind with height through
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11. Height-radius cross sections showing isotachs of the wind component in different compass directions (x) in the co-moving frame.
The data are for the control calculation withU = 5 m s−1 and a sea surface temperature of 25oC, and are averaged every 15 min during
the period6 3

4
− 7 days. (a) south to north, (b) southeast to northwest, (c) west to east, (d) southwest to northeast. Contour values: 5 m s−1.

Positive contours solid/red, negative contours dashed/blue. The zero contour is not plotted. Shading levels as indicated on the label bar.

the boundary layer and the variation of boundary-layer
depth with azimuth, but the formulation invokes approx-
imations whose validity are not entirely clear to us. For
example, he assumes that the background steering flow is
in geostrophic balance, but notes that “the asymmetric parts
of the solution do not reduce to the Ekman limit for straight
flow far from the vortex”. In addition, he assumes that the
tangential wind speed is large compared with the back-
ground flow speed, an assumption that is not valid at large
radii where the tangential wind speed of the vortex becomes
small. Further, in the inner-core region, linear theory is
not formally valid for both the symmetric flow component
(Vogl and Smith, 2009; Abarca et al., 2015) and asymmet-
ric flow component (Shapiro, 1983, see his Tables 1 and 2).
Thus it is difficult for us to precisely identify a region in
radius where the theory might be applicable.

In fluid-dynamical terms one might argue that, as
the boundary-layer wind speeds increase, the boundary-
layer depth decreases since the local Reynolds number
increases. However, such an argument does not explain the
depth behaviour seen in Fig.10 unless the vertical eddy
diffusivity increases appreciably with decreasing radius.
The results of (Braun and Tao, 2000, see their Fig. 15) and
(Smith and Thomsen, 2010, see their Fig. 8) show that such
an increase could occur.

In the case of a weaker vortex (Fig.11), the strongest
inflow occurs also in the sector from west through north-
west to north (the forward right sector relative to the
motion), but the magnitude of the radial inflow is weaker

than in the case of the stronger vortex (compare panels (a)
to (d) of Fig. 11 with panels (c) - (f) of Fig.10, respec-
tively). In contrast, the inflow in the sector from south
through southeast to east (the rear left sector relative to the
motion) is weak.

We have examined recent observational papers of pos-
sible relevance to our study includingZhang and Ulhorn
(2012), Rogers et al.(2012) and Zhang et al.(2013). The
first of these papers gives statistics of surface inflow angles
only for composite storms and these data have large scatter.
For these reasons, this study seems only marginally relevant
to ours. Rogerset al. is a composite study of axisymmet-
ric storm structure based on Doppler radar analyses and
dropsonde data and, because of its focus on the axisym-
metric structures, is not directly applicable also. Finally,
Zhang et al.(2013) examine the boundary-layer asymme-
tries associated with deep vertical shear, but interestingly
they did write on p3980: “As the boundary layer dynam-
ics in a rotating system are closely related to storm motion
(Shapiro, 1983; Kepert and Wang, 2001), our future work
will investigate the asymmetric boundary layer structure
relative to the storm motion as well.” We think the current
work will lay useful groundwork for such a study.

6 The Gayno-Seaman boundary-layer scheme

The foregoing calculations are based on one of the sim-
plest representations of the boundary layer. It is therefore
pertinent to ask how the results might change if a more
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Figure 12. Time series of maximum total wind speed at 850 mb
for the control experiments withU = 5.0 m s−1 (bulk/red curve),
the corresponding ensemble mean (Ens mean/black curve) andthe
experiment using the Gayno-Seaman boundary-layer scheme (blue

curve).

sophisticated scheme were used. A comparison of different
schemes in the case of a quiescent environment was car-
ried out bySmith and Thomsen(2010), where it was found
that the bulk scheme used here is one of the least diffu-
sive. For this reason we repeated the control calculation
with U = 5 m s−1 with the bulk scheme replaced by the
Gayno-Seaman scheme. The latter is one of the more dif-
fusive schemes examined bySmith and Thomsen(2010),
giving a maximum eddy diffusivity,K, of about 250 m2

s−1. This value is considerably larger than the maximum
found so far in observations9 suggesting that this scheme
may be unrealistically diffusive.

Figure 12 compares the evolution of the maximum
total wind speed at 850 mb for this case with that in
the control calculation forU = 5 m s−1 and with that
for the corresponding ensemble mean. As expected from
the results ofSmith and Thomsenop. cit., the use of this
scheme leads to a reduced intensification rate and a weaker
vortex in the mature stage. However, as shown in Fig.13,

9As far as we are aware, the first observational estimates for this quantity
are those analysed from flight-level wind measurements at analtitude of
about 500 m in Hurricanes Allen (1980) and Hugo (1989) byZhang et al.
(2011a). In Hugo, maximumK-values were about 110 m2 s−1 beneath
the eyewall, where the near-surface wind speeds were about 60 m s−1,
and in Allen they were up to 74 m2 s−1, where wind speeds were
about 72 m s−1. More recently,Zhang and Montgomery(2012) obtained
values of vertical diffusivity for Category 5 Hurricane David (1979)
that are comparable to these values and obtained estimates of horizontal
diffusivity for Hurricanes Hugo (1989), Allen (1980) and David (1979)
in the boundary layer also. An additional paper byZhang and Drennan
(2012) used the CBLAST data in the rainband region of the hurricanes
Fabian (2003), Isabel (2003), Frances (2004) and Jeanne (2004) to obtain
vertical profiles of the vertical diffusivity with comparable, but somewhat
weaker values to the values found byZhang et al.(2011a). In summary,
we now have estimates of vertical diffusivity from seven different storms.

the patterns of the wind and vertical velocity asymmetries
are similar to those with the bulk scheme (e.g. compare
Fig. 13a with Fig. 8f). Of course, the maxima of the
respective fields are weaker. The same remarks apply also
to the vertical cross-sections of radial inflow shown in
Fig. 14. As in the corresponding calculation with the bulk
scheme, the deepest and strongest inflow occurs on the
downstream (western) side of the vortex and the weakest
is on the upstream side (compare the panels in Fig.14with
the corresponding panels (c), (d), (e) and (f) in Fig.10).
More generally, the inflow is strongest in the sector from
northwest to south and weakest in that from southeast to
north, but the magnitudes are smaller than with the bulk
scheme.

7 Conclusions

We have presented an analysis of low-level flow asym-
metries in the prototype problem for the intensification
of a moving tropical cyclone using a three-dimensional,
convection-permitting numerical model. The problem con-
siders the evolution of an initially dry, axisymmetric vor-
tex in hydrostatic and gradient wind balance, embedded
in a uniform zonal flow on anf -plane. The calculations
were designed to examine, using as simple a convection-
permitting model as possible, the hypothesized effects of
a uniform flow on the intensification, structural evolution,
and mature intensity of a tropical cyclone. The calculations
naturally complement those ofNguyen et al.(2008), who
examined the processes of tropical-cyclone intensification
in a quiescent environment from an ensemble perspective,
and they provide a bridge between this problem and the
intensification problem in vertical shear. In particular, the
paper addresses three outstanding basic questions concern-
ing the effects of moist convection on the azimuthal flow
asymmetries.

The first question is: does the imposition of a uniform
flow lead to an organization of the inner-core convection
making its distribution more predictable compared with the
case of a quiescent environment? The answer to this ques-
tion is a qualified yes. For the relatively strong vortices
mostly studied here, the effect is pronounced only for back-
ground flow speeds larger than about 7 m s−1. In such cases
we found that the time-averaged vertical velocity field at
850 mb during the last six hours of the calculations has a
vortex-scale maximum at about 45o to the left of the vortex
motion vector. This maximum survives also in an ensemble
mean of calculations in which the initial low-level moisture
field is perturbed. Therefore, we conclude that this maxi-
mum is a robust feature and neither a transient one nor a
property of a single realization associated with a particular
mesoscale convective feature. In an Earth-relative frame,
the total wind speed has a maximum in the forward right
quadrant, a feature that survives also in the ensemble mean
calculation. In the co-moving frame, this maximum lies to
the left of the motion vector in the ensemble mean. The
low-level asymmetric wind structure found above remains
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(a) (b)

Figure 13. Calculation using the Gayno-Seaman boundary-layer parameterization scheme withU = 5 m s−1. (a) Pattern of vertical velocity,
contour interval 0.5 m s−1. Shading levels as indicated by label bar in m s−1. Positive velocities (solid contours, pink and red shading),
negative velocities (dashed lines, light and dark blue shading), zero contour thin, solid and black. (b) Pattern of total wind speed at 850 mb in
an Earth-relative frame averaged every 15 min during the period 6

3

4
− 7 days. Contour interval: thin contours 10 m s−1. Values between 40

and 60 m s−1 shaded light red, values exceeding 60 m s−1 shaded red. The arrow indicates the direction of vortex motion.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 14. Height-radius cross sections showing isotachs of the wind component in different compass directions (x) in the co-moving frame.
The data are for the control calculation withU = 5 m s−1 and with the Gayno-Seaman boundary-layer scheme, and are averaged every 15
min during the period6 3

4
− 7 days. (a) south to north, (b) southeast to northwest, (c) west to east, (d) southwest to northeast. Contour interval:

5 m s−1. Positive contours solid/red, negative contours dashed/blue. Shading levels as indicated on the label bar.

unaltered when the more sophisticated, but more diffusive

Gayno-Seaman scheme is used to represent the boundary

layer, suggesting that our results are not overly sensitiveto

the boundary-layer scheme used.

The second question is: to what extent do our results

corroborate with those of previous theoretical investiga-

tions? A useful metric for comparing the results is via

the vortex-scale pattern of vertical velocity at the top
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of the boundary layer. We find that the direction of the
maximum vertical velocity is about 45o to the left of
that predicted by Shapiro’s nonlinear model (Shapiro,
1983), where the maximum is in the direction of motion.
This difference may have consequences for the interpre-
tations of observations, since Shapiro’s results are fre-
quently invoked as a theoretical benchmark for charac-
terizing the boundary-layer induced vertical motion (e.g.,
Corbosiero and Molinari, 2003, p375). The reason for the
difference may be attributed, at least in part, to the fact
that in our calculations, the vortex flow above the boundary
layer is determined as part of a full solution for the flow and
not prescribed. Looked at in another way, if the asymmetric
pattern of vertical motion at the top of the boundary layer
predicted by Shapiro’s theory does lead to an asymmetry in
the envelope of convection, the asymmetric flow induced by
this envelope will modify the pattern of horizontal flow at
the top of the boundary layer, thereby altering the structure
of ascent induced by the boundary layer at its top and so on.
Despite the inevitable existence of this coupling process,
we would argue that Shapiro’s nonlinear model provides
an acceptable zero-order description of the boundary-layer
asymmetries that survive the transient effects of deep con-
vection.

The third question is: how well do the findings com-
pare with recent observations of boundary-layer flow asym-
metries in translating storms byKepert (2006a,b) and
Schwendike and Kepert(2008)? We found that vertical
cross sections of the 6-hour averaged, storm-relative, tan-
gential wind component in the lowest 3 kilometres during
the mature stage show a slight tendency for the maximum
tangential wind component to become lower in altitude
with decreasing radius as the radius of the maximum tan-
gential wind is approached. Moreover, the storm-relative
maximum tangential wind speed occurs on the left (i.e.
southern) side of the storm as is found in the observations
reported in the foregoing papers. Similar cross sections
of the radial wind component show that the strongest and
deepest inflow occurs in the sector from northwest to south-
west (for a storm moving westwards) and the weakest and
shallowest inflow in the sector southeast to east, consistent
also with the observations.

The ensemble calculations show that an increase in
the background flow leads to a slight reduction in the
intensification rate and to a weaker storm after 7 days. The
reduction in mature intensity is on the order of 10 m s−1

from zero background flow to one of 12.5 m s−1, although
there are a few times when the reduction in intensity with
background flow speed does not vary monotonically. The
results on intensity reduction are in some sense consistent
with those of the observational study of Northwest Pacific
storms byZeng et al.(2007), who found that the most
intense tropical cyclones and those with the most rapid
intensification rates occur in this speed range when there
is relatively weak vertical shear. In particular, they noted
that “generally the intensification rate ... increases with
decreasing translation speed .... ”, but their data fall short of

showing a clear one-to-one relationship between intensity
and translation speed.
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